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Abstract: Academic fraternity in different countries of the world though work honestly, face several hurdles to project themselves—a fact that needs to be realized. In this context it is definitely fair to say that it was unfortunate in the past to defame a very a large number of authors and journals and continue to nurture this attitude till today. Authors pursuing their endeavors honestly are demoralized. Personal experiences cannot be documented but are only spread by word of mouth. Both on the basis of personal experiences and available documented data, no one is so sacrosanct. Fact of enormous pressure of gargantuan expansion in higher education has to be viewed from all angles. One most important aspect of this is, authors all over the world—even with all their limitations—wish to establish an evidence of their work & contribution and project their academic concern and caliber at the earliest. Maligning publishers and maligning authors / academic institutions is an unfortunate thing. International scientific community should adopt a friendly policy towards all. Let every candidate—at whatever level one may be—be interrogated and evaluated in person by the concerned employer for whatever may be the purpose. Hence, maligning of journals and candidates in any form may be avoided.
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1. Introduction and Background

At the outset I sincerely request the understanding of all concerned target groups to view this article purely as an attempt to boost the morale of huge number of academic fraternity from different countries all over the world.

1.1. Origin of the Journals Controversy

Maligning publishers and maligning authors / academic institutions is an unfortunate thing. This is a consequence of numerous journals being categorized as something otherwise. In this process a huge number from academic fraternity and numerous academic institutions across the world get unduly maligned apart from the publishers/ journals [1-3]. Of course the list has been subsequently removed by the originator and hence its validity is now being debated [1-2]. A point to be noted is, this list does not cover many journals run by public institutes and official societies in different countries. And another list is made available only on subscription which all may not solicit [3]. The primary focus by the originator was only on private publishers and did not include others in spite of their heavy charges for publishing [1, 2, 4].

1.2. Why It Is Fair for Authors to Resort to Publish in Certain Journals

The fact of unusual delays and financial pressure has been duly acknowledged in favor the authors even by researchers in developed west [4].

In fact huge number in many countries publish in journals run by the educational institutions and official societies within their respective countries as they do not charge anything but they may have other draw backs like unusual delay in publication and rejections for more than one reason. Hence, authors may avoid even these official native journals and resort to affordable paid journals of private publishers—particularly those on open access-. These private journals have some plus points as they too are cosmopolitan in nature, that is, the journals have papers of authors from different countries in the world and because of the shorter time taken
for publication. Further, these journals make available free of charge articles of other authors from different countries and their papers are helpful in many ways and they do quote references from globally reputed journals in their articles. Globally reputed or approved journals do not offer articles free of charge but charge considerably for every article to view or take a print out. Academic fraternity was facing a waste of time in contacting the authors to get their articles. Fortunately, DOI system has come and more fortunately a precious philanthropic gift for millions in academic field has been widely recognized is that even from North America and publishers from these countries. Providing access to knowledge generated by the scientific journals. Hence, the above browser has been lauded by in the papers behind pay walls which have been held in esteem as per [1-3]. The hub site is extensively used worldwide. As on September 2019, it has apparently served approximately 400,000 requests per day The number of articles claimed is frequently updated on the site’s home page, being over 81 million in April 2020. So one can imagine the problems of millions of academic fraternity across the world because of the high business model of globally reputed and approved journals. Hence, the above browser has been lauded by in the scientific, academic, and publishing communities for providing access to knowledge generated by the scientific community free of cost [5-6]. One cannot make this hub defunct or criticize as millions of academic fraternity-at all levels of hierarchy-are immensely benefitted by this. On similar lines one should think and should not criticize authors publishing in certain journals and their publishers. They do have a genuine utility.

1.3. Why Criticism of Authors Is Not Really Fair
An unfortunate criticism [1-3] is that a large number of authors come from Asian and Africa countries. Whosoever passes such criticism should understand the fact that these two continents Asia and Africa constitute are the largest populated, constituting more than 70% of the global population and nearly 42% of the total countries in the world and with a larger percentage of younger population aspiring to be in higher education and come up [7-11]. Further their extent of backwardness both in science & technology and economic status and budget allocated to Science & Technology varies a lot [12-14]. Another point which has not been widely recognized is that even from North America and Europe and from middle and high income countries also large number of authors do contribute the same/similar journals [15-16]. This indicates the above mentioned draw backs and some other draw backs in their system. So naturally, drawbacks will be there and even more in Asian and African continents and hence it is not fair to blame the authors or publishers from these countries.

Long back erstwhile USSR, the country made almost mandatory to publish within the country and that too in native language-Russian. Similar was the situation in the mainland China. Even today many countries, Russia, China, Japan etc publish a lot in their own country and in their respective native languages. So the problem comes/or is more only if authors are to publish in English. Because of lack of journals in native languages and the desire to reach more people in developed English speaking countries authors resort to publish in English where they face stiff competition particularly with the developed English speaking countries.

The fact that journals from private publishers had been increasing over a period of time is a clear reflection of the above mentioned facts. What is the other way out for the above target groups working in the vast number of institutions in numerous countries? In future their problem is very likely going to be intensified as there is still a lot of societal pressure to expand higher education and research in so many places across the world.

It is an utter disappointment to authors and so they have no other go than to try to avoid this chagrin by accordingly choosing journals where they can make the work known to others and establish an evidence of their work and contribution at the earliest. This aspect-establishing an evidence of their work and contribution at the earliest-is of primary concern to the authors. Hence, neither they should be maligned nor the journals in which they have published should be maligned.

1.4. Coining the Term “Predatory” Is Not Really Fair
It is unfortunate that a harsh term “Predatory” has been coined [1-2]. Because of this, it is fair to ask, Who are the “Preys”!! Authors? At least authors do not feel so-by and large-as so many globally reputed journals are run on a highly business model-by and large. These globally reputed journals may charge far more-5-10 times or even more-and in spite of that, they may take four times more time to publish [4]. Their annual revenues can be much more [17-19]. The above factors can be great hindrances for many authors from underdeveloped and developing-in particularly highly populated and/or economically poor-and others facing financial crunch and time pressure for any reason whatsoever.

Access to full articles In this digital era for maintaining open access any publisher has to incur some expenditure. This money cannot be counted under “predation”.

Another problem is that of manuscript rejection has become too common. A study by Hall and Wilcox concluded that 62% of the published papers have been rejected at least once. Rejection rates for journals can be as high as 87%. Reasons can be more than what have been already mentioned [20-23]. There can be many genuine limitations more particularly for authors from developing/ low and even middle income countries to contribute to widely approved world reputed journals.

Any fellow academician in the concerned subject can definitely understand the contents of the paper even if there are shortcomings in the manner in which it is written. In fact many academicians conduct PhD Viva Voce examination for a thesis written in a different language and the student presenting in a different language even in the developed world. Similarly, many audience in the conferences listen and understand the importance of the work of authors / speakers hailing from different countries whose English speaking skills are poor. Here it is apt to mention that in the present er,
spell check, spacing mistakes and grammatical errors can be checked on the computer itself by the author (s) before sending for publication. Even for this some globally reputed journals ask the authors to approach a service agent who can do the above to their satisfaction. Service agent fees is in addition to the cost of publication of the articles as mentioned above. And the fact is even with the same amount which these agents charge or even less, authors from many countries can cover their whole publishing cost of their articles in certain journals! So naturally authors are disposed in this way and no need to blame either the author (s) or the journal (s)/publishers.

Another point to be widely recognized is, there are significant number of retractions of papers even from globally reputed journals and of authors of developed countries. Every year the number of retractions had been increasing and crossed 700 and as per 2020 there are 21,792 items. Number of authors including co-authors are estimated to be nearly 30,000. So where the reviewing has gone wrong?? Apparently, even globally reputed journals with all their advantages cannot claim of 100% good peer reviewing [24-31].

2. Analysis of Gargantuan Expansion in Higher Education

It has been mentioned above because of huge population and eligible group for higher education etc, there had been and there is still a lot of societal pressure to expand higher education and research in so many places across the world.

There is a gargantuan increase in number of educational institutions and academic personnel at all levels of hierarchy. Though there also had been increase in the number of journals they fall too short-for the gargantuan expansion of higher education and research in 193 countries plus territories [32-33] across the world.. Of the above, only a few countries are often discussed for various parameters like number of PhD’s produced, papers published etc leaving behind a vast number of countries. Many organizations rank the universities in the world. THE (Times Higher Education) 2019 ranked 1,250 universities. QS ranked 18,640 universities. After ranking in series up to 200, it resorted to ranking in a class interval i.e 201-250; 251-300...801-1000 and finally 1001 plus. In this 1001 + category also there are many universities from different continents. According to Quora information on a site there are 28,000 universities in the world as of 2019. Webometrics ranks 30,000 institutions. Even the above number does not really cover all the institutions/ categories of institutions across the world. Any serious discussion is centered around top 100 or 200 or so or on OECD countries which are around 35 and most of them are located in Europe and America. India is often discussed along with the OECD etc in view of the large population and large number of educational institutions. While discussing, black African countries are almost ruled out and so with many Asian countries etc. [34-38]

How many of the Master’s, PhD’s, Post-Docs, Faculty from the above can publish in widely approved high quality journals? Is it possible to get their paper through in widely approved high quality journals-either paid or unpaid? For such huge number it is not possible to publish even in low quality journals which are otherwise approved. Some problems have been mentioned above Viz; financial crunch, problems of rejections and undue delays in publication, low amount of money allocated to science budget and another important factor is the nature of work which can be of provincial relevance. What is the other way out for the above target groups working in the vast number of institutions in numerous countries? The gargantuan expansion of PhD students (all PhD students have a research supervisor) in different countries over a period of time has been discussed at length from different angles in the reputed “Nature” journal and others both in terms of absolute numbers and percentages and serious concern was expressed. However, only very few countries have been covered [39-46]. Publication problems have been exacerbated because of publication being made mandatory even for Master’s students and they also have a pressure to publish in the interest of their future career prospects. Even in just one country-India-the number of Master’s students have been estimated to be nearly four million and in US sixteen million. Other countries vary in between or fall short of and everyone is aspiring to have a higher enrollment in higher education [47-50]. In future their problem-PhD and master’s students and faculty-is very likely going to be intensified as there is still a lot of societal pressure to expand higher education and research in so many places across the world.

3. Authors & Publishers Need to Be Vindicated Even in Future

It is clear from the above mentioned that there is an inevitable need and variety of pressures for numerous people to publish with as much ease as possible. Hence, there is no point in maligning the authors and thereby academic institutions for publishing in certain journals. People resort to different journals in varying numbers depending on their permissible disposition. Authors from different countries have to ever look for other options There can be privileged few who have no problem in getting their papers published anywhere. But the vast majority have to struggle. Hence, the need for friendly policies to deal with the mammoth task. Just imagine the world population of 7.8 billion as on now and projected to increase further. Even if we put a low figure of 1% of the total population to have doctorate, how much it comes to!? If one aspires a greater percentage, 2%, 3% etc the task is more herculean. In addition to PhD, enrollment in Masters degree also adds to millions who are also expected to publish. Is it possible for the existing journals to accommodate the wide variety of papers of all these millions? Alternatively, there should be a total reframing of policies in Education and Science & Technology. A friendly policy is,
malice and prejudice towards none. Rather the policy should be morale boosting. Let no body be maligned just for what one is apparently. Let every candidate-at whatever level one may be be interrogated and evaluated in person by the concerned employer for whatever may be the purpose. Hence, maligning of journals and candidates in any form may be avoided.

4. Conclusion

Because of many genuine parameters/limitations viz; huge population in countries in the continents like Asia and Africa etc; dire need for increase in GER (gross enrollment ratio) in higher education and thereby resulting in gargantuan expansion in higher education; need to work on relevant research areas of provincial relevance; need to provide students at different levels some teaching material; financial crunch and other problems in publishing—as mentioned in the text—a vast number of academicians resorting to various journals convenient to them is very much justified. Hence, it is unfair to belittle them in any way.
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